CUSTOMER CASE:
BREINHOLT SERVICE & MONTAGE APS

Smartlift ensures the
working environment
and clean air at the
hospital

The construction of the new super
hospital in Aalborg, Denmark, is in full
swing. The facades are ready with new
windows, and, now, the time has come
to the interior of the buildings.
27 large ventilation shafts are waiting
to be sealed off using Paroc panels as
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walls.

Vacuum lift handles
large Paroc panels
At New Aalborg University Hospital (NAU), a team of workers
from Breinholt Service & Montage Aps is working on establishing the ventilation shafts that are to ensure properventilation
at the future super hospital.

NAU facts:

Johan Eskerod has been working at NAU for a couple of
months:
– The challenge here is that the PAROC panels, with a length of
more than four meters (13 ft), are too big to be handled manually. We use a vacuum lift to lift and position the panels so that
we avoid putting too much strain on the workers and reduce
the risk of material damage.

Overall budget: 640 million €
Construction area: 170,000 m2
(1 829 865 ft2)
Ventilation shafts: 27
Paroc panels: + 600 pcs.
Panel weight: 19 kg/m2
(42 lbs/ft2)
Total surface area: + 4.500 m2
(48 437 ft2)

The panels have already been lifted into the building using a
crane. They are placed in stacks on the floors where they are
to be fitted, in proximity to the shafts. The space needed to
manoeuvre a lift between the stack and the shaft has been
considered.

”

Without a vacuum lift for the job, the body
would be completely worn out by the end
of the day.
- Johan Eskerod, Service Engineer

2+1=7
The ventilation panels weigh almost 100 kg (220 lbs.) each.
According to Danish law, it would require seven workers to fit a
 anel by hand to avoid exceeding the maximum load of 15 kg 
p
(33 lbs.) per worker.
– It is almost impossible to handle the elements manually, and
we would just be in each other’s way, Johan continues. Using
a Smartlift, the job can be done by two men only, and we have
no difficulties keeping the time frame – without compromising
health.
Johan explains: – The lift provides a very controlled handling
og the panels as well as precision during the final mounting.
This reduces the risk of material damage to panels and mouldings significantly.
The lift is equipped with SPK special suction cups which are
suitable for Paroc panels and stones. Later, the suction cups
can be replaced for the mounting of glass and panes.

Facts on SL608 Outdoor High Lifter:
• Electric vacuum lift
• Lifts up to 608 kg (1,340 lbs.)
• Maximal lifting height 420 cm (13 ft. 9 in.)
• Extension of arm 70 + 90 cm (12 ft. 2 in.)
• 3D turning head
• Width: 84 cm (33 in.)
• Weight: 930 kg (2,050 lbs.)

Efficient cooperation
At each floor, there are pallets with Paroc panels ready for use.
The lift hoists them from the stack, transports them to the
shaft where it tips the panel into the rail system with millimetre
precision.
The mounting is subject to a high degree of coordination. René
Hansen participates in the job and runs the lift, while Johan
operates the arm and the 3D turning head using the remote
control, until the element is safely placed in its vertical position
and may be mounted at the shaft. The team supplements each
other efficiently in the handling of the lift and the panel.
For Johan Eskerod and Breinholt, there is no doubt –Smartlift
facilitates work and eliminates the risk of physical degeneration
and injuries.
As the team completes their job, other craftsmen enter the
floor and set up the partitions. The sealing of the ventilation
shafts is completed one floor at a time, and the entire project
must be finished in autumn.

About Breinholt
Breinholt Service & Montage has approximately 24 employees specialising in cold stores
and temperature control for stores primarily, but they also take on mounting projects.
The company also uses Smartlift for the mounting of heavy cold store floors in retail and
has chosen Smartlift based on the overall quality of the lift and the service level.
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